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Abstract

In the present research project a systeulatic experimental study of the collision-induced

= 1 f-

absorption (CL~) spectra of the double fundarllental vibrational transitions H2 (v
0)

+ :.J':l(v ==

CIll-

1

.

I

f-

0) \vas undertaken for the first time in the spectral region 5600 - 7600

The experirnents \vere carried out \vith a 2.0 m high-pressure. lo\V-tenlperature

transnlission cell in binary rnixtures of H.! and ~'.! at 201 I\: and 298 I\: for partial densities
of H:! and ~'l in the ranges 60 to -100 and 100 t.o :350 anul.gat. respectively.
The observpd spectra are interpreted in tprms of the double transitions: 0 1(3)

Ql(J) · Od2)

+

QL(J) . (Jt(J)

+ Ot(./) . (2t(.1) +

QL(J) . (Jt(./)

+

+ (JItJ) . 5 t (1) + Ql(J) .51 (2) + Ql(J) . and 5 1 (3) + CJt(J) . in

5 1 (./)

•

+

SdO)

\vhich the first

cornponent is fronl H2 and the second eouiponent is from ~:!. These transitions occur

on the high \vavenumber \ving of the enha.nceruent of the

CL~

fundamental band of H2

in H2-0I'l nlixtures. y"arious semi-empirical line shapes \vere attenlpted in the analysis
of the observed spectra. Le\vis-Birnbaum-Cohen (LBC) lineshape function is found to
give the best fit of the calculated profiles to the experimental profiles. The lineshape
parameters
P'!\"'l

71

~

and

T2

are found to have a. linear dependence on the partial density of

of nitrogen. In particular~

Tl

increases \vith

PN.},.

thus sho\ving pressure-narro\ving

of the line\vidth parameter 6 1 (= 1/2ircrd as the density increases. Finally the binary
and ternary absorption coefficients of the double vibrational transitions of H 2 +N2 \vere

calculated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Collision-Induced Absorption

Isolated hornonuclear diatornic ulolecules such as H2 , O 2 , N2 , and

O'.?~

in their ground

electronic states do not possess pernlanent static or oscillatory eleetric dipole

ITIOITIPnts

because of the symmetry of their charge distribution. Consequently. these lnolecules.
unlike their polar counter species. have no electric dipole absorption (Le. allo\ved transitions) at their vibrational and rotational frequencies.

Ho\vever they do have

hi~her

order multipole rnonlents such as quadrupole nloment. hexadecapole nlonlent. tetrahexadecapole nlonlent. etc. Collision-induced absorption (CI:\.) occurs in these molecules
in the pure gases or in nlixtures \vith other gases as a result of transient electric dipole
rnornents induced in thenl during binary or higher order collisions. The induction Iuechanisms include short-range electron overlap inuuction resulting fronl the distortion of
electron clouds. and various nlultipolar inductions resulting fronl the polarization of one

molecule by the corresponding multipolar field of its collision partner. In Cr..-\. spectra.
nonnally forbidden transitions occur.
Collision-Induced :\.bsorption \vas discovered in 1949 in compressed N2 and O 2 in the
regions of their fundamental bands by Cra\vford et al.f 11. Later in the same year Cl..-\. of
the fundamental band of H2 \vas also reported by \Veish et. al. [2]. In the past fifty years.
Cr.:\. spectra of the fundamental and overtone bands of H 2 in the pure gas and in binary
mL-xtures \vith other simple gases have been studied in considerable detail over a wide

1
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range of experimental conditions. Some studies of the CL-\. spectra of N2 in the pure gas

in some binary mixtures \vith other gases have also been rnade.

1.2

Background Information on CIA Spectra of H 2 and N 2

There has been a great interest in the study of the spectra of H2 because of several
reasons \vhich include the follo\ving: H2 is the sinlplest of all stable diatonlic nlolecules:
theoretical calculations can be carried out for it more rigorously; and in spite of the
broad nature of the collision-induced spectra of H:l' the rotationa.l components of its
bands are sorne\vhat separate because of its snlall rnornents of inertia (i.e.. its large
rotational constant).

~Iolecnlar

hydrogen is the constituent of the outer planets of the

sola.r systenl. cool stars and interstellar space. .-\s a ma.tter of fact. nlolecular hydrogen is
the nlost abundant species in the universe. The earth's atmosphere mainly consists of N',?
and O 2 plus small quantities of other gases such as CO and CO 2 , etc.. Like H2 • :'J 2 and
O~

do not have allo\ved infrared spectra because of the lack of permanent electric dipole

Illornents: ho\vever they do have CL-\. spectra in the infrared region. Thus CL-\. spectra
are important in understanding the processes involved in the planetary and sonle stellar
spectra and the earth '5 atmospheric spectra.
In 1972 \V'elsh[3] provided a. comprehensive revie\v of the experimental \vork done on
CL-\ spectra of gaseous H'2 prior to 1971. In 1985 Reddyl--l] gave an exhaustive revie\v of
the more recent \vork on the collision-induced vibrational absorption of H2 , D:h and HD
in the gaseous phase. For further information on CI.--\, the reader is referred to Reddy
et. alJ..tj and Hsieh l5 ].

Reddy et. a1J4] reported simultaneous vibrational transitions

corresponding to the triple collisions of the type H 2 - H2 - H2 in the region of the second

overtone band of H2 . Comprehensive bibliographies on this subject have been prepared

by Rich and wlcKellar (1976)(6], and Hunt and Poll (1986)(71. Van Kranendonk (1974)[81,

Clulpter 1. Introduction
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Poll (1980)(91. and Birnbaunl et. al. (1982)(10] have revie\ved the theoretical aspects of

CL.\.. In a textbook on the phenomenon of CL-\. in gaseous phase Fronlmhold (1993)[111
sllrnrnarised lllany aspects of the theory and gave exhaustive references on the subject.
The induced-dipole rnoruent in colliding pairs of molecules is usually represented by
the so-called ··exponential--l~~ model by \/'an Kranendonk[12] and Poll and V"an Kranendonk[131.
Poll and clunt (1.1) gave angle-dependent expressions for the induced-dipole IllOIllent. In
··exponential--l~'

the

consists of

t\VQ

model. the induced dipole rIlornent It in a pair of colliding molecules

additive parts.

Jtol1erlap(Il)

of the colliding molecules. and

Jlquad( R)

arising from the overlap of the electron clouds
resulting I"ror11 the polarisation of one lllolecule

by the quadrupole field of the other. R bt'ing t.he internlolecular separation. The quantity

ILU1.terlap

potentials

decreases as a function of e- fl arul

(P(rl~ rj,

ILt[1I.ud.

varies asymptotically a~ R-o'. Pair

R ij ) represent binary collisions. and potentials involving terms such

as <I>(ri, rj. rk~ ~j, R jk , Rkd take into account higher order collisions.

The overlap induced-dipole nloment
broader Q(Ju(./)(~,J

=

J.l(Jvt!rlap

0) transitions. .J

bein~

is mostly isotropic and gives rise to the

the rotational quantunl number.

The

anisotropic part of the induced-dipole nlOInent contributes to the intensity of the O(~J

-:2) . Q(~J

= OL and S(~J =

=

+2) transitions. One of the distinct features of the overlap

induction is the occurrence of a characteristic ·'dip" in the band at the position of the
corresponding free molecular transition. .-\n insight into this

"dip~~

\vas given by \tan

I(ranendonk[151 in ternlS of a destructive interference bet\veen the induced dipoles in
successive collisions. ..-\ detailed kinetic theory of this phenomenon \vas given by Le,vis
and \:an I\:ranendonk[16_ 1i. IS} and Le\vis[19. 20,21, 22. 231. The quadrupole-induced
dipole monlent ~tquad is dependent on the matrix elements of the quadrupole moment and

the polarizability of the colliding molecules. The isotropic component of the polarizability
of a colliding molecule contributes to the absorption intensity of the transitions O(~J =

Cbapter 1. Introduction

-:2L

Q(~J

O~v(Jl)

+

= 0). and S(~J = +2).

+ QO(J2),S~v(.Jl) + Qo(J2LQ~u(Jl) +

Qo(J'2),Q~v(·Jl)

S~v(J2),S~t'(./d

It gives rise to several double transitions of the type

+ Q~u(J'2)'

Q~v(J2)'Q:lv(Jl)

+

The subscripts ~u(= v' - v") represent the change in the

vibrational quantum number and take values 0.1.2 __ ... etc., and subscripts 1 and 2 of
./ refer to nlolecllies 1 and 2 in a binary collision. The anisotropic component of the
polarizability~ on

the other hand, contributes a small amount to the transitions given

above and to the double transitions

S~u(Jl)

+ Sj,u(J2 ). In a "single:'

transitioIl~

only

one lllolecule of the colliding pair rnakes a vibration or a vibration-rotation transition
\vhile the other nlolecule lnakes an orientational transition denoted by Qu (J) \vith no
change in internal energy. In a

··double~'

transition . both nlolecules of the colliding pair

simultaneously absorb a single photon and change their internal energies.

In addition to the cornponents

ILoverlap(R)

and

ILf/uad(RL

the induced-dipole moment

consists of \veaker components such as ILh~Xll(R). Jltetra-hcxa(R) . etc.. Of these. Ithexa(R)
results fronl the polarisation of one lllolecule by the hexadecapole field of its collision
partner and gives rise to

\\~eaker

transitions corresponding to

transitions corresponding to

~J=+4

~.J =0,

±2, and ±4. The

are kno\vn as U transitions. In the etA. spectra

of the fundamental band of H2 , U transitions

~

first observed by Gibbs et. aI., (1974),

have been studied in detail and analysed by Reddy et. al. (1980). The

Iltetra-hexa (R)

conlponent comes from the polarisation of a nlolecule by the tetra-hexadecapole field of

its collision partner. This gives rise to very \veak transitions corresponding to
2.

±

~

~J =0,

±

and ± 6. Okumura et al. (1989) reported the pure rotational transition t-lt"o (J)

corresponding to

~J

= +6

in solid H2 •

).rlcKellar and \Velsh[24j studied the first overtone region of H 2 in the pure gas and
in binary mixtures \vith .\r and iV2 with a path length of 137 m in the temperature
range 85 to 116 K and analysed the absorption profiles. The analysis revealed that
systematic discrepancies exist between the experimental and calculated profiles. The

5
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isotropic overlap induction rnechanism is found to contribute greatly to the intensity of
the fundamental band of H2 [25] but it does not contribute to the intensity of its first
')' 'J6 .)- ')8]

overtone band [_-to

-

• - (. -

•

[')9]

De Remgis -

observed a decrease in the half-\vidth of the

quadrupole-induced transition (kno\vn as pressure-narro\ving) in the fundamental band

of H2 in

H·l-.~r

nlixtures for gas densities above 300 amagat. Subsequently.

~Iactaggart

et. al. [30] studied this effect in the fundernental band of H2 in H 2 -.-\.r, H2 -I\:r, and H 2 -Xe.
The CL-\ of the fundanlental band of ~:! observed in the pure gas by Cnnvford eta
al)l] \va.s inv~stigated by Reddy and Cho[31] in pure N 2 and in its binary mixtures \vith

H2 , .-\r. and H:! at roorn tenlperature and by Shapiro and Gush[32] in pure N2 and N2 -A.r

Inixtures also at roonl teulperature. The reader is referred to Laffery et. aL[331 a.nd
Frornrnhold l11 ] for detailed references on the CI.-\ spectra of the fundamental ba.nd of N2 .

1.3

Double vibrational transitions in CIA Spectra

.-\t roonl ternperatnre alrnost all the ulolecules in nornlul H2 are distributed among the
rotational levels .J =0 to :3 of the lo\vest vibrational state v=O of its ground electronic
state

L~g "1".

In the CL~ spectrurn of the fundaluental band of H 2 in the pure gas~ ba.sed

on the consideration of the overlap and quadruploar induction nlechanisms, the follo\ving

So (J). In the standard spectroscopic notation. the 0, Q, and S branches correspond to the
rotational selection rule ~J = -2,0, and +2, respectively; subscripts 1 and 0 represent
the change in the vibrational quantum number, ~v(= v' - v"), and Qo(J) represents
an orientational transition \vith no corresponding change in frequency. The so-called
·single' transitions 01(J), Ql(J)~ and SI(J) are really 01(J)

+ Qo(J),

Ql(J)

+ Qo(J)

and S 1 (J) + Qo (J), respectively. The possible ~single' transitions in the CIA fundamental
band of H2 at room temperature are shown in an energy level diagram in Figure 1.1 in

Cllapter 1. Introduction

\vhich the energy levels are calculated fronl the constants of the free H2 molecule[341.
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Figure 1.1: 'Single' transitions in the CIA fundamental band of H2 at room temperature
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Collision-induced absorption spectra. of the double vibrational transitions H2 (v =

=

1~.I' ~ v

+

0. .1)

~2(V

=

1~ JI ~ V

= 0,.1)

occur in the region 5600 - 7600 em-l.

The \vavenumbers of the vibrational and rotational levels of H2 and N2 are separately
3~ 361
calculated from the molecular constants of free H2 and free N~ n. . molecules. These
constants are listed in Table 1.1. The 0 1 (J), Q1 (J), and S1 (./). transitions in the
fllndanlental ba.nds of H1 and N1 \vere calculated by using the follo\ving equa.tion

VO.Q,S

=

1/10

(1.1)

+ F ' r,(.!') - F"v(J") .

\Vhl~re

F,_,(J) = B".!(.!

f-Iere

Vto (=

(2 L (0))

+

1) - DrJJ'!.(.! + 1)'1.

+ HuJ: i (.! +

1):1 + ...

( 1.2)

is the fundamental band-ceuter \vavenumber. and B 1J • D v , and H v are

the usual rotational pararneters.

Present work

1.4

It is the ainl of the present research project to nlake a systenlatic investigation of the
CI..-\ spectra of the double vibrational transitions H1 (v = 1,.]'
1. .I'

f- V

peak at

= O. .1).

f- V

= O. .J) + N2 (v =

Prior to the present \vork thpre \vas one brief mention of an absorption

6500 cm- 1 in the double vibrational spectrum of H 2 +N 2 by y"odar[37] in 1959.

The experinlents \vere ca.rried out with a. 2.0

ITl

high-pressure low-temperature transmission-

type absorption cell at 201 and 298 K in binary mixtures of H2 and N2 \vith partial
densities of H 2 and N2 in the range of 60 to 400 and 100 to 350 amagat, respectively. :\
Perkin-Elmer model 112 double pass spectrometer equipped \vith an LiF prism, an uncooled PbS detector and a microprocessor-controlled stepping motor was used to record

9
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Table 1.1:

~Iolecular

constants llsed in the calculation of the energy levels.

\·ibrational level

('onstant (em -1)

v

H2

o

Do :
Ho :

59.334511
O.O--!56517
--1.562 X 10-:)

lito :

-1161.1687

So:

13. : 36.37-!21
0 1 : 0.044051
HI

·-1.323 X 10-';

~2

o

So:

1.989574

Do : 5.76 X 10-6
lI10 :

BI

D. :

2329.9168
1.972182
5.752 X 10- 6
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the spectra.. Background ,vater vapour absorption \vas reduced to a stable level by flushing the path of the radiation \vith dry nitrogen gas continuously. The apparatus and

experinlental details are described in Chapter 2.
Theoretical aspects including the lineshapp. functions used in the profile analysis of

the observed spectra. are presented in Chapter ;3.
The observed spectra are interpreted in terms of the double transitions: 0 1 (3)
Q1(.1) .0 1(2)

Q1(.J) ~ 5 1 (1)

+

Q1(J) . (ditJ)

+ CJd.J)

.5 1 (2)

+

01(J) . QdJ)

+ Q1(J)

~

and Sd:3)

+

Ql(J) . QL(·/)

+

+

5,(J) ,5'1(0) +

+ Ql(J) ,the first component from H'l

and the second conlponent from N2 . These transitions occur on the high frequency \ving
of the CI..-\ fundamental band of H2 . \.iarious senli-enlpirical lineshapes ,vere attempted

in the analysis of the observpd spectra. Le\vis-I3irnbaum-Cohen[38, 391 lineshape function
\vas found to give satisfactory fits of the calculated profiles to the experimental profiles.
Lineshape parameters and absorption coefficients obtained from the analysis are reported.
The experirnental absorption profiles and the results of the a.nalysis are presented in
Chapter -L
.-\ sunlnlary of the present research project is given in Chapter 5.
:~ppendix

.-\. is devoted to methods of analysis and relevant descriptive statistics.

.-\ brief note on the astrophysical applications of CLo\. spectra is presented in .:\.ppendix

B.

Chapter 2

Apparatus and Experimental Details

Collision-induced absorption spectra of the double vibrational transitions of H2 (v'

1..1 1 +-- v"

= O. .)11) +N2 (v'

= 1. .]'

f-

=

v" == O. .I") \\'ere recorded at temperatures :201 I~ and

298 h:. The experirnental setup consisted rnainly of a :2 m high-pressure~ lo\v-ternperature.
stainless-steel absorption cell. a gas handling systenl. an infrared spectrometer and a
ruicroprocessor-controlled data a.cquisition system.

Details of the apparatus and the

experirllental techniques are presented in this chapter.

2.1
The :2

The 2 m Absorption Cell
TIl

long, transmission-type absorption cC'll.designed and constructed earlier in our

laboratory(--lO] for \"ark \vith gases at high pn1ssures up to :2000 atmospheres and temperatures in the range ,7 to 298
I~

for gas densities up to

~oo

I(~

\vas used in the present \\''Ork at 201 K a.nd 298

amagat of H2

-

~2

nllxtures. A. schematic diagraul of a

cross section of one end of the cell is sho\vn in Figure 2.1. The absorption cell T \vas

constructed from type 303 stainless-steel tube. :2 m long, \vith a 7.62 enl outer diameter
and 2.54 em inner diameter (with a wall thickness of 2.54 em). The polished light guide
L \vas rnade in five sections and has a rectangular

aperture~

1.00 em high x 0.50 em

,vide. .-\. sapphire \vindo\v \V'l, 2.54 em in diameter and 1.00 em thick, was attached to
the polished stainless steel \vindow seat S having a circular aperture of 1.00 em. \vith
General Electric Silicone Sealant. With invar O-ring R 1 between the window seat and
the absorption cell, a pressure-tight seal was secured by tightening a stainless steel piece
11
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P against the cell body by nleans of eight :\llen head bolts. .\ stainless steel capillary
tube \vith a diameter of 0.6--1 em \vas connected to the cell body by nleans of an .\minco
fitting :\1 to act as the gas inlet 1.
:\ stainless-steel nut ='i. 1.50 em long and 7.62 cm in inner diarneter. \vas threaded onto

the end of the cell and \velded onto it ..-\. flange F 1 and bello\vs B 1 (10.16 em in diarueter).
both made fronl stainless steel. \vere \velded to a stainless-steel cone. Bello\vs 8 2 (16.5 cnl
in diaIIieter) and flanges F:! and F:1 \vere also [nade of stainless steel. These

t\VO

bello\vs

aIJo\v relative expansion and contraction of the absorption cell and the vacuunl jacket \" .

.\ neoprene O-ring R:!. nUlintained bet\veen the tightened flanges F:! and F:1 allo\ved a
good vaCllunl seal. For lo\v temperature experiments, chamber C t is to be filled \vith a
roolant such as liquid nitrogen or alcohol-dry ice mixture. The end vacuum cha.nlber C~
is 10.0 em long and 10.5 ern in dianleter..-\ vacuum-tight sea.l \vas provided by Ineans of
it

silicone rubb(\r O-ring R.:\. rnaintained bet\vl'pn flange F t and an aluminiunl Lap .\. and

a neoprene ()-ring

R..

bet\veen the aluminiurn cap and the Delrin end cap D..~ sapphire

\\'inclo\v \\.:1. 0.30 em thick and 5.08 em in dialneter.

\Vets

sealed to 0 \vith neoprene O-ring

R:i bet\veen \'/2 and D. The purpose of the vacuum chamber C",! is to prevent frosting on
the cell \vindo\\r \V t in the lo\v temperature experiments. Freezing is prevented by means

of a heating tape \vound around the cap :\..

2.2

The Experimental Setup and the Optical Layout

The experimental setup and the optical arrangement is sho\vn schematically in Figure
2.2(a). The light source L is a General Electric FF J Quartzline lamp \vhich gives continuous radiation in the near infrared and visible regions. It is housed in a \vater-cooled
brass jacket designed in our laboratory and was operated at a voltage of 90 '/, controlled

by a General Radio US.A. \rariac (model vVJOJ\IT3A transformer) stabilised by a
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Figure 2.2 : (a)

.~

Hcheluatic diagralll of the experirllculal setup. L:

tuirrors; A: ahsorption cell; tv!: Perkin-Ehner lllodel 99

IllOIH)chrOlllator,

IIlOllochrOlnat.ic radiation inside JllOIlOchn>lual.ol'. S 1 auel S2

luil'ror; P : prislu;

~14
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Sorensen :\CR 2000 voltage regulator. The radiation from the source \vas focused on the
entrance \vindo\v of the absorption cell by a. front-coated concave mirror ~I 1

.

Radiation

transmitted by the absorption cell \vas then focused by another concave mirror ~'!2 onto
the entrance slit of a Perkin-Elnler model 99 single-beanl double-pass monochromator
~I.

equipped \vith a lithiuni fluoride (LiF) prism and an uncooled lead sulphide (PbS)

detector D. The optical path of monochromatic radiation inside the monochromator is
ShO\Vll

in Figure 2.2(b). The focused radiation after the first pass (beams 1 and 2) in

the rllouochronlator \vas chopped by

it

260 Hz tuning-fork chopper CH. niodel L-~O.

supplied by A.merican tirne products. and retlpcted back to the prisnl for a second pass

(beanls :3 and -1). The radiation \vas then foeuspd onto the exit slit of the nlonochromator
and subsequently onto the PbS detector by a parabolic mirror ~[9. The linear response

uf the PbS detector \vith the intensity of the incident radiation \vas checked by earlier
researchers in our laboratory and \vas found to be satisfactory. The slit \vidth of the

spectrometer rnaintained at :35

ILnl

gave a spectral resolution of 1:3 ern -1 at 7500 ern -1 .

.-\ Inen:ury lacnp H can bp in~erted in the optical path for calibration purposes \vhen

necessary. Since this lanl p blocks the light frOlIl the continuous light source. calibration
spectra cannot be recorded sirnultaneously \vith the actual CI.A. spectra.
The entire optical path outside the absorption cell ,vas contained \vithin

t\VO

a.irtight

Plexiglas boxes Pi and P2 (Figure 2.2(a)). Both boxes \vere flushed continuously during
the entire experiment with dry nitrogen gas produced by evaporating liquid nitrogen in
a 200 litre devvar \vith a small electrical heater (a 100
outlet of the Plexiglas boxes consist of

t\VO

n 25

\\T resistor). The inlet and

one-way plastic valves (not sho,vn in the

Figure). It took about .t to 5 days to reduce atmospheric water vapour absorption to a
stable reduced leveL
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The Data Acquisition System

A. block diagranl of the signal detection and recording system is sho,vn in Figure 2.3. The
signal frolll the PbS detector is first sent to a lock-in amplifier, model SR510, \vith a. builtin prearnplificr. supplied by Standford Research Systems. The signal fruill the lock-ill
arnplifier \vas sent to the decade divider. model

ov,. 412, supplied by Electro-j\IeasureI11ent

Inc.. for attenuation. The attenuated signal \vas then sent to a nlicroprocessor-controlled
analog-to-digital converter (A.DC) \vhich in tUfn transI11itted the data to a conlputer for
storage and analysis.
The nliLfoprocessor-controlled stepping rllotor system \vas earlier designed and built
in our laboratory[ 41 1. The original hard\vare has not been modified since that time.
Ho\vever. a fe\v improvenlents have been made to the data acquisition soft\vare. The
first alteration to the soft\vare \vas the addition of code to calculate a large sanlple
standard deviation for the recorded intensity measurements. This standard deviation
\vas calculated at the start and at the end of the spectrum. It \vas usually less than

1.0 % and not significantly different at either end and ,vas used to estimate the required
number of traces needed to average in order to 0 btain a practical minimum standard error.
.-\n infinite reduction in noise cannot be achieved, even though the random noise \vas \vell
nlodelled by a gaussian distribution. because the distribution is discreet and the intervals
(on the order of about 0.1 %) set an absolute lo\ver bound for a meaningful standard error.
The second modification \vas the addition of code \vhich allo\ved sampling of more than
one point per drum number (see section 2.6) in order to reduce the spectral noise. Thirdly,
the code \vas further modified to allo\v the data to be collected continuously at preset
time intervals (for example~ every half hour). Finally, a fe\v lines of code \vere added so
that the data files were time-stamped and included an appropriate comment such as:
H2-N2 : Exp. 8 : 298 K : Slit at 55 : Drum at 4.00 21-7-98 09:30:15 09:22:15

Chapter 2. .-\.pparatu5 and Experimental Det£lils
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Figure 2.3: :\ block diagram of the signal detection system.
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\vhich describes the specifics of the experirnent.

2.4

The Gas-Handling System

The gas-handling systenl used in the present \,"ork is sho\vn scheluatically in Figure 2.-L

Thernlal cornpressors T Land T 2 (pressure lirllits

~

7500 psi) and T:J and T.t (pressure

liruits ~ :25000 psi) \vere rnade of stainless steel. The required pressures \vere obtained
by filling a thernlal COlupressor \vith gas at cylinder pressure. cooling it \vith liquid

nitrogen. then refilling it \vith gas from another similar thermal cOlnpressor. pressurised
\vith cylinder pressure gas. and repeating the procedure as necessary. The lo\v pressure
conlpressors \vere used to obtain the needed base densities for H:,!, and the high pressure
compressors \vere used to obtain the required high pressures of N'2' Ga.nges C 1 • G'2, and

G: i are :\shcroft Bourdon tube gauges. supplipd by Dresser Industries. Inc. The gauges
\vpre calibrated against a test gauge. \vhich in turn \vas calibrated against an :-\shcroft
dead-\veight pressure balance \vhich has an accuracy of 0.1 % (these calibrations \vere
performed by earlier researchers in our laboratory). The ranges of G L. G 2 ~ and G:1 are 020.000 (-10). 0-5.000 (10). and 0-10.000 (20) psi. respectively. The bracketed numbers are

the estimated nleasurenlent uncertainties due to judgement error in reading the gauges.
and are set to 1/5 of the srnallest division on the analog display. A.ll fittings in the gas
ha.ndling system. expect the copper coil and the gas cylinders. were .~nlinco stainless

steel high-pressure fittings. rated for pressures up to 60,000 psi. Ultra high-purity grade

H',2 and research grade N2 , both supplied by
in the experinlents.

~Tatheson

Gas Products, Canada. \vere used
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and G3 : .:\.shcroft-type Bourdon tube gauges.
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2.5

Isothermal Data

The unit amagat is defined as the ratio of the dpnsity of a gas at a given tenlperature and
pressure to the density of an ideal gas at standard tenlperature and pressure (S.T.P).
If the dell~ity p of

it

gill) is expressed ill units uf aluagat. then pno is the nunlber of gas

nlolecules per cru 3 (no being Loschmidfs nunlber \vhich is :2.687x10 l9 cm- 3 for an ideal
gas at STP) . The isothernlal data \vere ealcnlated from the tabulated P\PT data for

H~421

and

~~431.

\.\Then necessary. linear interpolation \vas used to obtain the necessary

teulperature dependence. and a least-squares tit \vas used to determine the coefficients

in the (lxpression for density as a po\ver series polynonlial in pressure.

(2.1)
\vhere at are the expansion coefficients. p is the density in arnagat. P the pressure in
atrIl. and 0 is the order of polynomial. The order \vas chosen hy the standard rnethod

of testing using; the F statistic (see section A.. 2 in .-\ppendix :-\.) .

To calculate the partial densities of ~~ in a rnixture \vith a. fixed base density of H2~
the follo\ving nlethod \vas llsed. First~ the base density Pfl.~ of H:! \vas directly calcula.ted
from its kno\vn base pressure using the isothernlal data fitted to equation 2.1. The partial
density PN~ of ~2 \vas then calculated using the follo\ving formula[ 31 1:

(2.2)
\vhere (Pu)p and (Pb)P are the densities of gas a (Le., H 2 ) and b (i.e., N2 ), respectively~
at the total pressure P of the rnixture, ,8' = Pb' / Pa, \vhere Pb' is the approximate partial
density of gas b corresponding to the partial pressure Pb
pressure of gas a in the mLxture. It is noted that Pa
the mLxture.

=P -

+ Pb

Pa , Pa being the partial

represent the total density of
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Since equation 2.2 is nonlinear it lends itself to an iterative solution \vhich converged
\vhen the difference bet\veen successive values of Pb ,vas smaller than 10--1 %.

This

convergence limit \vas set so rnuch larger than the machine precision lirnit ( 10- 13 %
for double precision reals. \vhich \vere used for all nUInerical ca.lculations) ~ because all
such densities calculated \volIld have uncertainties of ~ 1 % any\vay. To estimate this
uncertainty in density (resulting from the uncertainty in the pressures readings from the
gauges) the normal nlethods by differentials cannot be used on equation 2.2. Instead.
one has to use the actual clefini tion (see section .-\. i).

2.6

Method of Data Reduction

To determine the required absorption coefficients, the transmitted light intensities. II en)
for the background. and ['len) for a binary gas rnixture~ \vere recorded against the drunl
pulse number n of the stepping motor.. \vhose calibration is described in section 2.7. Other
details of the intensities are given in section 3.1. Estimates of noise levels (standard errors

deSLribed in section 2.:3). £lI L and dI'2! of the intensities \vere ab~o recorded for each data
set. :\Iultiple data sets \rere recorded for each binary gas mixture and \vhen necessary
multiplicatively normalised (to account for a frequency independent intensity variation
such as a drop in intensity of the lamp). This normalisation is accomplished by finding
a pararneter C that minimises the quantity

L ([ I Cn )/I (Tt)] - C)2.
i

(1

1

a(n)

(2.3)

Here Ii (n) a.nd I j (n) are two sample data sets for one particular binary gas mLxture
(or background) and a(n) is the uncertainty in Ij(n)/Ij(n)'f and is calculated by the
expression

23
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a(n)

=

__
dI)1 + (dI)2
(li(T!)
Ij(n)·
1_

__
I

(2.4)

The parameter C in equation 2.3 is the \veighted average of the li(n)/Ij(n) values \vith the
\\'eights being l/a{nr~. and the uncertainty in C' is the standard error[-l41 of the "reighted
average. .\ \veighted average of these norrllalised data sets \vas calculated along \vith
the standard error (\vhich is no\v dependent

Oil

drum nunlber). The required absorption

coefficients \vere then calLuiated using equation 3.6 along \vith the uncertainty given by

do(n) =

dIl(n)] ~ +
[ [dn)

[dh(n)]~.

(2.5)

12 (n)

\vhich carnes frorn standard error propagation ulethods[441 on equation 3.6 This uncertainty is less than 1 % .
The relative deviations (Ii - IjC)/ /j are nlinimised rather than the more natural
absolute deviations ( Ii - I)C ) because the Ininimisation of the absolute deviations is
nluch ITlOre conlplex. Its solution has to be obtained by a nonlinear lea..';t-squares
.
nlethod
as opposed to the much simpler linear least-squares method described above to minimise
the relative deviations. To use the absolute deviations one \vould solve the problenl of
fitting a straight line \vith zero intercept \vith uncertainties in both the dependent and
independent variables. \'''~hile this is possible[~51. the slight gain in physical nleaning is
not \vorth the computational effort.

2.7

Calibration of the Spectral Region

The drum attached to the stepping motor was calibrated by recording

t\VO

spectra in

the spectral region 3000 to 10000 em- L. For the first spectrum the optical path was not
flushed with nitrogen gas so that the atmospheric water vapour absorption lines would
be present in the spectrum with high intensity~ and for the second spectrum a mercury
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larnp \vas used as the source to obtain the standard Hg emission lines. The standard
\vavenumbers v of the \vater vapour absorption peaks(-l61 and those of the mercury emission lines(-l7] \vere plotted against the measured drum pulse number to insure a smooth
functional dependence. Once this \vas verified a. least-squares fit \vas used to determine
the coefficients in the expression for \vavenunlber v as a po\ver series polynomial in drunl
number. given by

u

v(n) =

L bini,

(2.6)

\vhere bi are the expansion coefficients. and 0 is the order of the polynornial \vhich \vas
Lhosen by the standard Illethod of testing using the F statistic (see section :\..2) . The
<.'oefficients thus obtained allo\ved the calibration of the entire spectral region studied

\vith an rms deviation l~ss than 0.1

% . Sinl'e this is an order of nlagnitude less than

the intensity error. it Lan be approxinlated as an exa.ct calculation. \vhich is a very
inlportant detail as uncertainties in the dependent variable \vill extrenlely cornplicate
any analysis[-l5]. _~fter the drunl ,vas calihrated. additional calibration spectra (using the
nlercury lanlp once again as a source) \vere recorded after each set of spectra obtained for
a particular binary gas mixture. The Hg etnission lines in these calibration spectra \vere

used to insure that the ('LA. spectra \vere aligned \vith initial calibration.

.-\lternately~

\vater vapour lines could also be used for alignIIlent if they are present in the spectra.

Chapter 3

Theoretical Considerations

3.1

Absorption Coefficient

The a.bsorption coefficient n:{v) of a given ga..-; at a particular \vavenunlber v (in

CII1- L)

is

generally represented by

(3.1)
\vhere lo(v) is the intensity of t.he source. I(v) is the transmitted intensity by a cell of

sanlple path length 1 containing a gas at a givP[1 density. In collision-induced absorption
spectra if collisions of type a - a are considered~ equation 3.1 can be represented by

(3.2)
In an experirnent involving a binary gas nlixture of gases a (e.g.. H1) and b (e.g.. N2) .

equation 3.2 can be modified as

(3.3)
or
(3.4)
\vhere Ctaa(v),

Qab(lI),

and Qbb(V) are absorption coefficients arising from collisions of types

a-a. a - b, and b - b, respectively. If Ct:bb (v) is negligible in the spectral region of the

25
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double vibrational transitions of H2 (v

= 1 r- 0) + N2 (u = 1 r- 0), equation 3.-1 can be

sirnplified to

(3.5)

\vhich gives

(:J.G)
The absorption coefficient
rIling

l)Ver

O'flb(V)

in equation 3.6 can be calculated theoretically by sum-

all possible induction ruechanisIlls. L. and all possible molecular transitions.

rna Thus

O~ab(V) =

L

C):ub.Lrn(V) .

(3.7)

Lm

Since in the current systenl there is no evidpIlce of overlap absorption in the spectral

region of interest only quadrupolar induction is considered to account for the absorption.
Therefore equation 3.7 is reduced to

Qc1b(V)

=

L

(3.8)

Oflb.m(V).

rn

3.2

Integrated Dimensionless Absorption Coefficient

The frequency dependence of the absorption coefficient, a( v), or the commonly defined.
dimensionless absorption coefficient

!

a( v)

= 0:( v) / v,

cannot be expressed theoretically

(except for the simplest systems, see section :3.6). However, the integrated dimensionless absorption coefficient ..4 (= f a( v )dv) is much more theoretically tractable and has
been the focus of considerable theoretical work. .\t low densities where binary collisions
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are predominant it is proportional to the product of the partial densities of the individual gases a and b of a binary mixture. So for given types of collisions the integrated
dirnensionless absorption coefficient ca.n be expressed as

(3.9)

The proportionality constant . 4ab . Lm termed as the binary absorption coefficient in equation ;3.9 cun be calculated theoreticaliy, and is \\Titten for nlliitipole induction as[-l8. -19. 4]

(3.10)
\vhere

(3.11 )

(3.12)

and

lLm = PJ1 PJ '!

C(J1LJ't; OO)2C(.J2 2J'2; OO):l
x

2

1

,

2

I,')

9 < V 1J 1 IQLII'u I J 1 > < V2 J21rl v2 J 2 >.. +

2 C(J2 LJ'2)
+ C(J1 2J'1)
;OO
;OO2
2
,
2
"2
9
< V2 J21QL21 v 2 J 2 > < vi lli/lv 1 J 1 >
I

X
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(3.13)
In these equations, L takes values 2,4.6. etc.. for quadrapole (2 2 ), hexadecapole (2'&),
tetrahexadecapole (2 6 ) induction, etc.. : (La is the first Bohr radius: yo(x) is the pair
correlation function for the gas and x = R/ (f. \vhere R is the internlolecular separation
and

(J

to the

is the intermolecular separation at potential \/(0)=0; subscripts I and :2 refer
t\VQ

colliding molecules: and <

1(21 > .< 10:1 > .

and

< I.. .(! > are the rnatrix

plernents of the 2L -pole induction, isotropic and anisotropic polarizability, respectively.

The norrnalispd BoltznulIlIl factors Pi are givP[l by

(3.1.1)

\vhere 9T is the nnclear statistical \veight of the molecule in a given rotational state and
£) is the rotational energy. For the even and odd .I values gT takes values 1 and 3 for
H 2 and 6 and ;3 for ~2' The quantities C(J £.1': 00) are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and
!

their squares for the 0 (~~J = -2),

Q (~J = 0), and S

(~J

= +2), transitions are given

by the follo\ving equations(501 :

Q

C(JJ': 00)2 =

o

C(.LJ

Q

C(J2J; 00)

s

?
2_ 3(J+l)(J+2)
C(J2J + _,00) - 2(2J + 1)(2J + 3)

'J

8)J'

3J(J-l)
_,00) - 2(2J _ 1)(2J + 1)

_.).2_

2

J(./ + 1)
1)(21 + 3)

= (2J _

(3.15)
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The intensities for the required transitions are calculated from the equations given above
(51]

and the rnatrix elements of H:!

3.3

.

Density Expansion of the Dimensionless Integrated Absorption Coefficient

If binary and higher order collisions are considered. equation 3.9 can be expanded as

!

L"i(V jdv

=

.-l"bPaPb +

.~tl:!bPaPb:! + ..\:!tlbPa :! Pb +
(3.16)

.·tlb

\vhere

is the bina.ry absorption coefficient arising froIll collisions of type a-b..4a :!b

and -~'2ab are the ternary absorption coefficients arising fronl collisions of types a - b - b
and

(l -

a-b. respectively. and

.4a3 b,

.~'la2b' and

.-i:Jab are the quaternary binary absorption

coefficient's arising frorn collisions of types a - b - b -

b~

a - a - b - b. and a -

lL -

a-b.

respectively.

3.. 4

Spectral rvIoments

The nth spectral moment rn n is defined as (w = 2rrcv)

TnT'

=

I.:

...unl-It"(w)dw

. n = 0, 1,2.....

(3.17)

Here vl-·(w} is the spectral function. The spectral moments are also related to the time
correlation function Cn(t) by the follo\ving relation[ll]

(3.18)
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\vhere Cn(t) is the

nth
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time derivative of the correlation function (\vhich is simply the
~ti" (u))).

inverse Fourier transfornl of the spectral function

The spectral rnornents are

of great utility \vhen thp region being studied is free from superposition fronl nearby
bands. In such a case these ean be usually expressed as simple functions of the lineshape

pararneters[llj and thus provide an efficient rneans to calculate the spectral paranleters
\vithout fitting the experinlental profile to a lineshape. This fitting is much more conlplex
than the calculation represented by equation 3.17. The lineshape used in the present \vork
This~

(see section :3.3) does not have closed [orIn expressions for the rIlonlents.

ho\vever,

does not irnpede analysis in the absorption profiles presented in this thesis. because the
region ha.5 considerable overlap from neighbouring bands \vhich nlakes lineshape analysis
pssential in order to separate the overlapping bands.

3.5

Lineshape Functions

The frequency dependence of the dimensionless absorption coefficient. a(lI). can be rIlodeled by a number of senli-enlpirica.l line~hapes [ll"(~v)]. If the lineshapes do not inherpntly satisfy detailed balance and \ve introducp the following equation for

CCLm :

_
.Vl~·~(~v)
nc.m(v) = .-lc.m 1 + exp ( - hc~ v jkT)
.
.

(3.19)

l

"rhere .~Lm

= f QLm(v)dll~

~V is the normalization factor, ~v

is the \vavenumber of a particular transition. and

the molecular \vavenumbers

V,n,

V.Of

= II -

lIrn

+ lis,

\vhere

lim

accounts for any perturbation in

and the factor 1 +exp( -hc~v/kT) satisfies the detailed

balance condition. In order to calculate the total dimensionless absorption coefficient~

the sum specified in equation 3.7 must be evaluated.
Several lineshapes have been used in the past to study the quadrupolar transitions
which are of interest in the present experiment. First is the dispersion-type function
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\vhich is represented by

(3.20)

\,,·hprp /it; is rlH' half-\vidth at. half hflight of tlH~
quadrupolar transitions in the

C~L--\.

Gillard

IiIU' .

~.)

pt a[[~-I

l"ppresenterl the

spectra of the fundamental band of O2 at 7t K \vith

a modified dispersion lineshape function given by

(3.21)
\vhere 6'1 and 6., are the paranleters of the lincshape. (See also Reddy et. al)53] ~ and
Le\vis and Tjon(54] for further details on this lineshape function.)
Birnballnl and Cohen(39] proposed a lineshape function \vhich \vas first llsed in the

analysis of

t~l(~

pure rota.tional spectrum of H2 • It can be \vritten as

(3.22)

\vhere

::=[1+(21iC~VTtl~11/2[(r~f+(
/1

h nl/~.
47rkTT1

(3.23)

\vhere [\1 (:) is a modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 1 and

T1

and

12

are

characteristic times in the dipole moment correlation function. Wavenumber parameters

6 t and 62 can also be used by defining e5i = 1/21rCTi. Then

~~"BC(.~lI)

and

,r
1
.. 61 .. hc~v
=1\1 (z)
IlBc(~lI) -:--J
2 - exp(-:-)exp( 'kT)
(~/8 )'"
- tr cD 1
02
2
1 + I LI 1'"
f

and

_

=become
(3.24)
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::; = [1

+ (.;.lv/Jd21l/2[(~l f + ( hcJ1 )2jl/2.
()'!

(3.25)

21rkT

Since the Be lineshape inherently satisfies detailed balance~ equation 3.19 is Inodified to

(3.26)
The lineshape function \vhi~h consistently gave the best results in the systerns studied
here \va.."i recently developed by Le\Vls[38] and is a rnodification of the Birnhaum-Cohen
lineshape. It is referred to as the Le\vis-BirnbaLLm-Cohen (LBC) lineshape \vhich is given

by

(3.27)
Here

[\·1

is the same as defined in equation :3.22. and ~w = ~ -

W rn

+ w.,

\vhere

uJ,n

is the

frequency of the ITl'th transition. The LBe linpshape is derived from a slight modification
of the procedure used in developing the Birnbaum-Cohen (Be) lineshape I39] . The same
tirne correlation function is llsed in both: ho\vever. the LBC Iineshape uses Boltzmann
asynlnletrization to satisfy detailed balance and the Be lineshape uses Egelstaff time f551 .
Both lineshapes are used for the analysis of spectra containing many induced transitions.
To model the frequency dependence of the dimensionless absorption coefficient as
determined by the present experimental data it \vas necessary to slightly modify equation

:3.26 as

(3.28)
\vhere S accounts for any necessary multiplicative correction to the theoretical value of
the integrated absorption

.4 Lm ,

whereas B accounts for any frequency independent dif-

ference between the background spectrum and binary gas mbcture absorption spectrum.
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Thus there are five adjustable parameters in the model being fitted to the data. The
LBC lineshape has three adjustable parameters:
T'2~

TL,

\vhich mainly determines line \vidth;

\vhich rnainly determines ho\v fast the tail falls off: and

Ws

\vhich accounts for any

perturbation in the transition frequencies. In the fitting it \vas necessary to approxinlate

6-lLm

using equation :3.9. This approxinlation is v'ulid in the present set of experiments as

only binary absorption \vas significant. It is to be noted that in the equations 3.26 and
:3.28 .

ll·(~v)

stands for either

r~'·BC(.:.lV)

or I ~·LBC(~V), In equations 3.19

~ 3.26~

and

3.:28. the normalization factor N is defined such that equation 3.9 holds.

3.6

Quantum Lineshapes

.-\side fronl the enlpiricallineshapes like ~I/·Bc(~v) a.nd Il"LBc(~v). there exist quanturn
lineshapes[ 5G l that do not contain any floated parameters and are derived from purely
quantum mechanical considerations. These quantum lineshapes have so far only been
used on relatively simple systems such as the CI..-\ spectra of the 1-0 and 2-0 bands of

H~5 7..58]

in the pure gas and the 1-0 band of f-l:.~ in H2 -He[59] mixtures. and the 1-0 band

:'ik60 ].

Because of the significant increase in complexity and resulting computation

of

required no quantum lineshape calculations have been performed to date on systems
containing double vibrational transitions in binary mixtures.

Chapter 4

Absorption Spectra of Double Vibrational Transitions of H 2 +N 2

4.1

Introduction

:\. brief survey of the previous \vork on the CL-\ spectra of H2 and that of :'1'2, both in
the gaseous

phase~

is given in Chapter 1. Optails of the apparatus and experiluental

techniques a.re described in Chapter 2. Theorptical aspects and lineshape functions are
sUlllrnarized ill Chapter 3. In the present research project the CL-\ spectra of the double

vibrational transitions of H'2 (v = 1 ~ 0) + N'2 (v=1 t- 0) in their binary mixtures \verc
recorded at :201 and 298 K for a. number of base gas densities of H 2 in H'l-0I 2 mixtures.
.-\s these transitions overlap \vith the high \vavenumber \ving of the fundamental band
of H2 in H2

~'2

-

mixtures. a \vider spectral region beyond the region of the double

vibrational transitions \vas recorded for each of the gas mixtures used..-\s the absorption
in each H2

-

~2

mixture is obtained \vith referpnce to the absorption profile of the

pure~

H2 gas, the contribution arising from the H:! - H2 collisions is removed. .-\ method of
profile analysis is used to separate the enhancement of absorption of the fundamental
~2

ba.nd of H2 in H2

-

region of N 2

=2

(0

nlixtures from the total absorption. The CI..l \ in the first overtone
+- 0: '01

=1

t-

a + V2

= 1 t- 0) in the pure gas occurs in the

region -1200 - 5200 cm- 1 and has negligible absorption in the region of double vibrational
transitions of present interest. .-\ summary of the experimental conditions under \vhich
these spectra \vere recorded is given in Table -l.I. The experimental absorption profiles
and their analysis are presented in the rest of this chapter.
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Table -1.1: Summary of the experinlental conditions

Temperature

4.2

.\bsorption
path length

Base density

(I{)

(em)

(anlagat)

Range of partial
densities of ~'l
(amagat)

:201

185.5

:305.0
:351.9
:387.9

70.3 - 207.8
100.3 - 204.1
85.2 - 209.5

298

185.8

135.6
185.6
209.-1
171.5
258.8

90.0 - :366.-1
85.9 - :305.0
80.2 - 271.2
1:28.6 - 211.3

uf H2

130.3 - 252.9

Profiles of the CIA Fundamental Band of H 2 in the Pure Gas

Typical examples of CL-\ spectra of the fundarnental band of H:! in the pure gas recorded
\vith the :2.0

III

absorption cell at 77. 196 and 298 K for gas densities -1:3.4. 39.4~ and

:38.5 amagat respectively in the region 3800-5700 em -

L,

adopted from Reddy et. aIJ:25]

(1977) are sho\vn in figure -I. 1. The positions of the 'single! transitions 0 1 (J)

Q1 (J),

and S 1( J), calculated fronl the constants of the free molecule (see Figure 1.1) are shown
along the \vavenumber axis. The extent of the group of

~single'

and double transitions

are marked over the absorption peaks. .-\.lmost all molecules of H 2 are distributed among
the rotational levels J=O and 1 at 77 I( and .1=0 to 3 at 198 and 298 K. ,As seen in
this figure. both the shape of the bands and the characteristic overlap dip in the

Q

branch with lo\v and high wavenumber maxinlum denoted by Qp and QR are dependent
on temperature and density. The enhancement of absorption of the collision-inducedfundamental band of H2 in H2

-

N2 mLxtures at much higher densities than those of the
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Figure 4.1: Absorption profiles of the fundamental band of H2 in the pure gas at 77, 196
and 298 K.
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profiles in Figure .... 1 extend to higher \vavenumbers than 5700 em-l ....\.s stated in Section
-1. 1. the enhanceIIlent of absorption of the fundamental band of H2 in H 2

-

N2 mixtures

is separated from the absorption of the double vibrational transitions H2 (v = 1
~2 (1'

= 1 f - 0) occurring in the region 5900- i-lOO em -1

f-

0)

+

by the method of profile analysis

as sho\vn later in this chapter.

4.3

Experimental Absorption Spectra of Double Vibrational Transition of

H2

-

~2

Three representative absorption profiles of double vibrational tra.nsitions H:! (v!=l ..r
v=O ..J)

+

r

~2 (v'=l ..

+-- v=O..J) in three binary rnixtures of

temperatures 201 and :298 ({ are sho\vn in

Fi~ures

H:,? and

~2 a.t

f-

each of the

-1.2. and -1.3. respectively. In these

figures relati\·p values of (11 Pfl2Pfl2)6t(v) arc plotted against \vavenunlber in the spectral

region ;3900- 7-lOO cnl- 1. The absorption ppaks in the figures are identified \vi th nUlubers 1
to 6. The positions of the absorption peaks and the assignnlent of the double vibrational
t ransi t i ous 0

1 ( 3)

+

Q 1( .J) . 0 1 (2)

+ (J 1(./) • (J 1 (./) + 0 1 ( J) ~ Q 1( .J) + (J 1( J) . Q1 ( .J)

+ 5 1(.1) . 5 1(0) + Ql(J) . 5[(1) + QL(J) . and 5 1(2) + Ql(.J) . are listed in Table
-1.2 In these double transitions. the first one is from H2 and the second one is from N2 •

lTnlike the characteristic dip in the Q branch of the fundamental band of H2 (Figure
.... 1), there is no evidence of it in the Q branch [Le., Ql (J)

+ Ql (J) J around

6484 em -1.

This implies that the overlap induction nlechanism makes little or no contribution to the
double fundamental transitions of H2 and N:z. Thus it is justified to consider quadrupole
induction mechanism only in the calculation of the intensities of the double fundamental

transitions of H2

+ N2 .
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6000

6400

6800

38

7200

Wavenumber, v (cm- 1)
Figure 4.2: Collision-induced absorption profiles of the double vibrational transitions H2
(v~=l . .I' f- v=O~J) + N2 (v'=1 . .1' ~ v=O,J) in three binary mixtures of H 2 and N2 at
201 !( \vith a sample path length of 185.5 em in the spectral region 5900 - 7400 em-I.
The vertical a."'<:is represents relative absorption in the specified units. The assignments
of the absorption peaks are given in Table ..1.2. The given densities are in amagat units.
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1.5
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~
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E
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145.5
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1;

C)

(a)
(b)
(c)
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1.0
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b
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E
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£
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c.
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~

o

6000
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6800
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Wavenumber, v (cm-1)
Figure .1.3: Caption for this figure in similar to the one for Figure .t:.2 except that the
profile in the figure are obtained at 298 K \vith a sample path length of 185.8 ern. The
given densities are in amagat units.
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Table -1.2: .-\bsorption peak positions at 201 K and 298 K
~-\bsorption

4.4

Peak

Position (cnl- 1)
5922

Transition (H2 + ~2).

U1l:l)

+ l~l t,])

Ql(J)

+ 01(J)

:2

61-19

3

648-1

Q1{.J) + Ql(J)
QL (.1) + 5 L(.1)

-l

6835

S1(O)

+ QdJ)

;J

7060

5 L(1)

+ Ql(.J)

6

7279

5[(2)

+ Ql(J)

Integrated Binary Absorption Coefficient for Double Vibrational Transitions of H'2 - 0I..!

.-\s stated in Cha.pter :3. the integrated bina.ry absorption coefficient of a specific Lth

order Illuitiple-induced transition in a binary gas mixture of component molecules a and
b. follo\ving Reddy(-l] ~ is expressed as

(-l.1 )
Equation (4.1) is the same as equation (3.10) in \vhich
(3.11) and (3.12), respectively. In the case of H2

-

.iL and .\Lm are given by equations

N2 double vibrational transitions the

term lLm in equation (3.12) is neglected. In equation (4.1),

JL

is \vritten as

(4.2)
.-\ssuming the quadrupole matrLx elements <

IQI >

and isotropic polarizability matrLx
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< loj > of N2 are independent of the rotational quantunl number .J unlike those

-\Lm in equation (4.2) can be sirnplified as (fronl equation (3.12))

(.1.3)
In these equations. L = 2 for quadrupole (2 2 ).
correlation function for the gas and x

and

(J

= Rj a.

flO

is the first Bohr radius, gaeL:) is the pair

\vhere R is the intermolecular separa.tion

is the intermolecular separation at potential '/(0)=0: subscripts 1 and 2 refer to

the t\VO colliding molecules: and

< IQ Lli >

and <

Ind >

are the rnatrix eleluents of the

2 L -pole induction and isotropic polarizability. respectively. The normalised Boltzmann
factors Pi are given by equa.tion (3.1-1) in \\rhich the nuclear statistical \veight 9T takes
values 1 and :3 for H'2' and 6 and 3 for N'2 for even and odd .J values. respectively. The
squares of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the

O~

Q, and S, transitions are given by

equation (3.15). The matrix elements of of H:! arc given by Hunt et. a1J 51 l. The relative
integrated binary absorption coefficients for thp double vibrational transitions at 201 and
28 K \vere calculated using the formula discussed above.

4.5

Lewis-Birnbaum-Coben (LBC) Lineshape Function

Several semi-empirical lineshapes used in the analysis of the CIA. spectra are discussed
in Section 3.5 (equations 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21).

Birnbaum-Cohen lineshape function

ll"Be (~v) used initially in the analysis of the pure rotation spectrum of H 2 is represented
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by equations 3.22 and 3.23 in terms of the time parameters

11

and

12

42

\vhich are char-

acteristic times in the induced dipole monlent correlation function. \V Be can be a.lso
represented by the \vavenumber parameters 6 1 and 62 (Ji = 1/21rCTd by equation (3.24).
The

Be lineshape inherently satisfies the so-called detailed balance and the absorption

coefficient

OLm Lan

\vhere '~Lm

be represented by equation :3.28 as

= J cl~Lm(v)dv . .V is the normalization factor.

~v = v -

V"l

+ V<i

\vhere

Vm

is

the \vavenurnber of a particular transition. and v.. accounts for any perturbation in the
lIlolecular \vavenumbers

V,n.

Le\vis[38) proposed a nlodification to the Be lineshape and

the resulting lineshape is referred to as the Le\vis-Birnbaum-Cohen lineshape (LBe) and

is expressed as (w

= 21rcv: ~~, = 27rc~v)

n-T.Bc(~w)

=

eT2/ r l

2
l

(equation 3.27)

+ e-J'l~lJJ

7r

.;

To, _/

To)

· 2 2I\(("'::'V 1 +~w2T(2).

1 + ~~.

Tl

(4.5)

Tl

Here hI is a ruodified Bessel function of the second kind of order 1 and

Tl

and

T2

are

defined above. The LBC lineshape is derived froni a slight modification of the procedure
llsed in developing the

Be

lineshape. It is to he noted that the LBC lineshape uses

Boltzmann asymmetrization to satisfy detailed balance \vhereas the

Be

linesha.pe uses

Egelstaff tinle[551. In the present \vork equation (4.5) is rnodified as

(4.6)
\vhere S accounts for any necessary multiplicative correction to the integrated absorption
coefficient ..-t Lm and B accounts for any frequency-independent difference between the
background H2 spectrum and H2

-

N2 binary gas mixture spectrum. Thus there are five

adjustable parameters in the model being fitted to the data. In the LBC lineshape

11
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and

1'2

are adjustable paranleters:

fast the tail falls off. In equation

4.6

Tl,

-l.6~

mainly detertnines line \vidth;

T2
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accounts for ho\v

lV is defined so that equation 3.9 is satisfied.

Profile Analysis and Results

Individual double vibrational transitions of H·.!

+

N'2 discussed in earlier sections and

the transitions in the enhanrernent of the fundarnelltal band of H'2 in H'2 - N'2 rnixtures
\vere represented by the Le\vis-BirnbalJnl-Cohen (LBC) lineshape function tl"LBC given
by equation (-l.5) and the absorption coefficient aLrn (v) is represented by equation --l.I .

.-\. superposition of the individual components of the enhancement spectrum of the H'2
fundanlental ba.nd in H..! +:"i:! and of those of the double vibrational transitions of H2 + N'2

\vas llsed to ronstruct the synthetic absorption profiles in the spectral region 5900-7~OO

em -1 . .-\ nonlinear least-squa.res fitting cornputer program \vas used to fit the calculated
profiles to the corresponding experimental profiles until nlost satisfactory agreement bet\veen them \vas achieved. The criterion for the best fit is represented by the y2 statistic,
given as

.x

2

=~

7

[YcItLC(i) - Y(Jb.'l( i)]:!
a(i)

(-l.7)

.

\vhcre Yobs(i) and Ycalc(i) are the observed and calculated datum., a(i) is the uncertainty

and .V is the number of the observed data. :J'onlinear least-squares fitting and other
relevant statistics used in the present analysis are described in detail in :\ppendix
The parameters used in the profile analysis are the time parameters

the possible shift of the free molecular ,vavenumber

Tl

and

T2,

.~.

S ~ B ~ and

l/m .

Examples of the analyzed profiles of the absorption spectra at 201 and 298 K are
sho,vn in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. In these figures the experimental profile is
represented by solid lines; the dots represent the calculated high wavenumber wing of the
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Figure -1.-1: A.nalysis of an absorption profile of the double vibrational transitions of H2
201 h:. The solid line (-) is the experimental profile. The dots (. . . ) represent
the synthetic high \vavenumber wing of the enhancement of the cr..-\. fundamental band
of H1 in a H2 +N 2 mL'Xture. The dash-dot (- . -) curve represents the synthetic double
vibrational transitions of H2 +N 2 . The total synthetic profile is represented by the dashed
(-) curve.

+ ~2 at
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Figure 4.5: Caption for this figure in similar to the one for Figure 4.4 except that the
profile in this figure is obtained at 298 K
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Table -1.3: Linear dependence of

Tl

-16

and T:z

Intercept
(.~ )

Temperature

(OK)
~Ol

Tl

:298

Tl

0.97 ± 0.13 x IO-n
0.-12 ± 0.20 x 10- L3
0.75-1 ± 0.098 x 10- L3
0.-13-1 ± 0.086 x 10- L3

T'2

T:!

0.84 ± 0.65 x 10- 16
-0.18 ± 0.15 x 10- 15
0.--16 ± 0.39 x 10- 16
-0.110 ± 0.039 x 10- l6

enhancenlent of the CI:\ fundamental band of l-I'2 in the H2+N 2 Illixture: the dash-dot
curve represents the calculated double vibrational transitions of H'l+N 2 ; and the dashed
curve is the total calculated profile. :\s is seen from these figures that the agreement
bet\veen the experimental and the total calculated profile at each temperature is very
good in the entire region of interest.
Plots of

Tl

and

T2

against

PN.!'

partial density of nitrogen in the mixture of H:!

+ N2

for 11 absorption profiles at 201 !( are sho\vn in Figures -l.6 and 4.7, respectively. Similar
plots for 27 absorption profiles obtained at 298 {( are sho\vn in Figures -l.8 and 4.9 .
It is evident from Figures -l.6 and -l.8 that

Tl

(= 1/21rcJd increases linearly \vith

PN'1

indicating a definite trend of ';,narro\ving~~ of 6 1 (the characteristic half-\vidth pararneter)
\vith increasing partial density of nitrogen.

PN.!.

It is to be pointed out here that in the

CL-\ spectra of the fundanlental band of H:'. in H·2 -:\r. H2 -I(r, and H2 -Xe similar pressure
narro\ving has been reported by De Remigis et. a1J29] (1971) and ~lactaggart et. alJ30]
(1973) for densities higher than 300 amagat of the foreign gas. In the present \vork,
the secondary parameter

T2

also shows a linear dependency on PN 2 at 201 and 298 K as

sho\vn in Figures 4.7 and -l.9, respectively. The linear parameters for this dependence is
given in Table 4.3 .
From the analyzed absorption profiles! the areas under the calculated profiles of the

~7
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Table -1.4: .-\bsorption Coefficient
Temperature

Binary ...\.bsorption
coefficient

Ternary .-\bsorption
coefficient

·-\ub

(I~)

201
298

I

~ CIl L

_l

•

U"

.-ltt:2b
• _.)-

III !J III

0.101 ± 0.014 x lO-H
0.104 ± 0.022 x 10- 8

double vibrational transitions. i.e.. (1/ PH'!PN,l.)

298

I~

-)

in Figures -1.10 and Figure -l.11.

(ern -1 arnuyllt -])

0.109
0.107

±
±

0.076 x10- 11
0.085 xlO- LL

J (i(v) are plotted against

respecti\·f~ly.

p,v,! for :201 and

These plots sho,v linear relationships

\vith positive slopes. These can be represented by the linear equation

(-1.8)
\\'here these synlbols have the sanle ITleaning; as in equation 3.16. The values of

.-Ll:!b

resultinp; from the fits in Figures -.l.ll. -l.ll are given in Table -1.-1.

.-t ab

and
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Chapter 5

Summary

The research project for the present thesis consisted of a systematic experirnental study
of the collision-induced infrared absorption of the double vibrational transitions H 2 ( v =
L f- 0)

+

= 1 +-

~:l (v

()) in the spectral region 5600 - 7600 em -1

.

The spectra \vere

investigated in a :2 rn stainless steel absorption Lell for eight different base densities of H'l
in the range of 135 to :358 arnagat and ulany partial densities of

:366 anlagat. a.t 201
The

CL~

I~

~'l

in the range 70 to

and 298 K.

transitions in the double vibrational spectrum of H'l+N'l occur on the high

\vavenurnber \ving of thp ('1..-\ pnhancenlpnt spectrum of the fundamental band of H'l
in H'l+N'l cllixtures. The observed double vibrational transitions include the follo,ving:

Od3)

+

5 t (O)

+ (Jl(·/)

(Jl('/) · (Jd2)
~

+ (21(./) .

(JdJ)

5 1(1) + (Jd·l) .51(2)

+

0 1(./) ~ QdJ) + Q1(.I) . (Jl(J)

+ Q1(./)

. and 5d3)

+ Ql(.l)

+ 5 L(·I)

~

. in \vhich the first

component is from H2 and the second component is from N2 •
.-\ method of profile analysis used in this \vork is successful in separating the high
\vavenumber tail of the enhancement of the CL~ fundamental band of H'2! in H2 +N 2
rnixtures.

Le\vis-Birnbaum-Cohen (LBe) lineshape function gives the best fit of the

calculated profiles to the experimental profiles. The lineshape parameters
determined

frOITl

the analysis for all the experimental profiles.

11,

and

72

7[

~

and

72

are

are found to be

dependent upon the partial density of nitrogen. PN 2' In particular, the increase of 71 \vith

PN 2 sho\vs a decrease in the line \vidths (i.e., line narro\ving) with increasing

PN'1

at both

201 and 298 K. Finally the binary and ternary absorption coefficients \vere deternlined
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Appendix A

lVIethods of analysis and relevant descriptive statistics

During the course of the nurnerical analysis ill the present \vork. considerable care \vas
taken to obtain the most rneaningful estimates of the parameters and the corresponding
uncertaintips. This \vas achieved in part by llsing standard error propagation methods
throughout thp calculations. as \vell using defined probability lirnits (5(10) in [naking all

judgenlents of acceptance. thus eliminating personal bias and strengthening the likelihood
of repeatabili ty. In this appendix different techniques used in the numerical analysis are
described .

..L\. . 1
The

Nonlinear Least-Squares Fitting
t\VO

lllain goals in fitting a model to the (lxperinlcntal data are: to achieve the best

fit bet\veen the rnodel and the data. and to obtain the rHost meaningful estinH:ltes of the
paranleters PJ and their confidence limits. To accomplish the first there nlust be some
quantitative rneasure of the quality of a fit. The most commonly used criterion for this
purpose is the \2 statistic. defined as

\:

2

=

f~ [YCalc(i) (
- YObs(i)]
")'
2

a

i

t

(.-\.1)

\vhere cr(i) is the uncertainty of the observed datum Yobs('i), Ycalc(i) is the corresponding
value predicted by the ulodeL and lV is the number of the observed data. Thus the
best fit \vould be defined as the one that minimizes equation :\.1. This minimization
is nontrivial if the equation is nonlinear in the parameters (as is the case here for the
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lineshapes used in the present ,,,ark). This nonlineararity forces the use of an iterative
algorithm. Convergence problems to local nlinirnUffi are a concern. as the actual absolute
luininlal solution might he yery different froln the initial choice of parameters. Stability

checks are therefore necessary \vhich Uleans choosing many initial parameter sets to insure
that the rnininlal solution is absolute and not IOLal. In addition to the nonlinea.r problems.
there

are

also

SOUle

general difficulties \vith the use of least-squares techniques on rea.l

life data. These are discussed in some detail in section .-\.3.
.·\5 for the second goaL it seems intuitivply apparent from an intuitive sense that
this \vallid be achieved sinlultaneously \vith the first.

Ho\vever. such is not the casco

Evpu if a. high quality fit is obtained. this does not necessarily indiea.te a \vell defined set
of pa.ralueters. The correlation among the paranleters cannot be ignored. Correlation
bpt\veen

t\VU

parameters (j. k) is defined

e)k

=

a~

LL eDJ(i)a>k(i)
; L (D j ( i):! L dJ k ( i) ~ .

---;:========
L

\vhcre.

(D j

(i) and

(Dk (i)

L

are t he partial deri vativps of .lJcalcCi) \vith respect to the paralueters

PJ and Pk . Equation .-\.2 defines a nunlber in the range fronl -1 to 1. a.nd is a Uleasure of
ho\v a change in one pararlleter can be cOlnpensated by a change in the other parameter.

Correlation causes many problems in nonlinear leH.st-squares (NLLS) based on the simple
fact that highly correlated systems can have solution sets \vith statistically identical

(differences

«

1) but \videly different paranleter sets (differences

»

'(2

the uncertainties L

thus it is very difficult to find the absolute minirnum among all the local optimal solutions.
Since :'ILLS is an iterative process. there is a need for a test for convergence. .A.
common method is to check the change in

.'(2

bet\veen each iteration and terminate the fit

\vhen it falls belo\v some point that is no longer statistically significant. The problem \vith
this is that if a parameter set is strongly correlated it is possible to have an iteration \vith
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a \1 change that is negligible. and yet it produces very large changes in the paraoleters
(meaning each parameter change \vhen considered individually \vould significantly alter
the

'(1).

This problem \vas considered in detail by vVatson(61J, ,vhose basic reasoning

\vas: of central iIuportance is the stabilization

l)f

the calculated values Ycalc( i), thus if the

c:hange in a. parameter \vill not make a significant change to these predicted values ,vhen

<:onsidered individually. convergence has been achieved. The problenl then is to determine
\vhat a signifit.:ant change ill !Jcait:( i) is. If thp statistic

at!

(\veighted rms deviation or

sta.ndard error) is defined as

_OJ

a~

:v~

= ~V -

Al

L lv(i)[Ycalc(i) - Yobs(i)f
L w('i)

(A..3)

\vhere J[ is the nunlber of floated paranleters and \v(i) is the \veight (=l/a(i)~), the

ans\ver becoIues clear. Csing standard error analysis. an error is considered insignificant

if it is at least an order of magnitude less than the don1inant error being considered. 0fo,v
since at!

i~

a rneasure of the

·;'a.verage~-deviations

bet\veen the numerical model and the

actual da.ta. if a change in the parameter set changes

ae by less than 10 % the paran1eter

sets a.re not significantly different. Le., convergence has been achieved. Therefore the
m,Lximum individual parameter change in a set of JI parameters. that can be ignored
should alter the predicted values Ycalc(i) by G.l/Alae • This is the convergence criterion
suggested by \:Vatson. Prenlature convergence can no longer occur by highly correlated

parameters each changing the X1 in such a \vay that the sum of their changes is negligible.
vVith the convergence no\v determined by the paraIneter sensitivities, each parameter

change has to individually produce no significant change to the predicted values. The

parameter sensitivities, PSJ , are calculated using standard error propagation methods,
and the above criteria, and are given by
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PS. = 0.1 ae
)
JI (1)jrrlS'

(.-\.-1)

\vhere fDjms is just the root nlean square value of 4>j (i) . v\Then the change in

'(2

is small

the ra.tL) of the paranleter changes to the paranlPtpr spnsitivitips is a dirpct. indicat.ion of

ho\v each paranleter is correlated to all the other parameters. The larger this ratio is.
the rnare correlated are the paranleters.

A.2

lVlodel Testing

Tw'o conlnlon concerns in least-squares fitting are ho\v to test the significance of a fit.
and ho\v to test the significance of adding an additional ternl to a particular nlodel. The
'(2

statistic is often used to test the quality of the fit. The probability that the observed

chi-square for a correct model \vill exceed a gi\"en

'(:.!

is given by

(.-\.5 )
Here v = .V - .\1 is the number of degrees of freedom. and

"Yf/

is the incomplete gamma

function defined as

(..\.61
where f(a) is the gamma function given by

(.-\.7)
Thus using the standard 5% test of significance~ if the probability calculated from equation _-\..5 is less than 5%, one can assume that either the model chosen is a poor representative of the data, or the uncertainties assigned to the data are a poor representative
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of the actual errors. Determining \vhich of these is the case is achieved by examining the
calculated and measured results to see if the same general tendencies are present, and

COITlparing the standard error to the rms uncertainty.
To ans\\'er the second question, the significance of additional terms is not as trivial as
it nUlY seem. .J ust because the X:! decreases this does not indicates a ., better~' fit. :\dding
additional paranleters \vill ahvays lo\ver the \:!. This decrease in X:? has to be tested for
statistical significance. The F statistic is often llsed to do this and it defined as follo\vs
- ~\2

F\ -

(.-\.8)

0)'

\~

Here. ..l \:! is the change in \2 \vhen the additional parameter is floated. and '(~ is the

reduced y:! ufthe model \\"ithout the additional paranleter being floated (= \"!./(.V -AI)).
de~rees

This is a probability dist.ribution \vith

of freedom

Vl

=

1 and

V'2

=

.v -

.\! - l.

The probability that F \vould be as large purply do to random chance is given by

(..\..9)

'·Vhere the I is the incomplete beta function

lAa,b)

= B(~,b)

f:

['1-1(1 - t)b-1dt

(:-\.10)

and B is the beta function. given by

'"
= r(.:)r(-w)
B( _~w
r(.:+w)'
0

)

(.-\.11)

Thus again using the standard 5% probability criterion for significance" if the value of

F calculated from equation ..-\.9 is less than 5% the additional parameter is meaningful.
The above

t\VO

tests \vere used throughout the numerical analysis in the present work in

the described manner. For example, in determining a suitable order of polynomial to use
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in the density vs pressure fits (see section 2.5). the procedure \vas simply to start from
zero order and increase until terms stopped being significant as indicated by testing the

F statistic as described a.bove.

A.3

Robust Weighting

The main problem \vith least-squares fitting appears \vhen the da.ta have outliers, the
results \yill be greatly ske\ved. There are Illore robust nlethods[ 62 1 of fitting that can
elinlinate this problem. ho\vever unlike

\videly available ready-to-use code.

tlH~ l'Pglllar least-squares

Ho\vt~ver.

nlethods there is no

it is possible to readily incorporate the

central idea of robust methods (give less \veip;ht to outliers in the fitting process). into

standard least-squares nll,thodsl631. The algoritllIll is straightfor\varcl. First a.n initial fit
using the estinluted uncertainties to calculate the \veights is done. Then if outliers are
present the clata is re\veighted to conlpensate for theIn. This procedure is repea.ted until
convergence is achieved.
To re\veight the data to renlove the effect of the outliers the follo\ving forrnula is used

~~ ")
~ (-l =

a (:)2
l

1

+ n [,YCCLlc ( l')

-

(.')]2·

(.-\..12)

Yobs t

The test statistic for convergence is written as

~ [YcalcCi) - Yob.,('i)]2 = 1.
~
tV'(i)2

(.-\.13)

Equation :\..13 can also be llsed to determine the value of alpha (this is a nonlinear
equation and is solved similar to equation 2.2) to be used after the first NLLS fit. It
may also be necessary to recompute the value of alpha after each step if equation .~.13

becomes negative; this means the \veights have been over-compensated.
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If the notion of outliers to ranges of data rather than individual points is applied,
robust \veighting can be a very llseful tool in ('Lo\. analysis. For exaInple ho\v \vould one

fit a spectrufil that has sonle unkno\vn effect perturbing a specific region. One \vay is to
sinlply not fit that area of the spectrum at all. Ho\vever this is not an optinlal solution
for several reasons such as (i) to SOIne extent the absorption Ulust be bounded even in the
perturbed regions. and (ii) this manual removal can get tedious since the results of the fit
may pronlpt reassignment of ~vhat is perturbed creating a cyclic process. Instea.d if robust
\veighting Lan be used both these problems are avoided. A.n initial choice of the perturbed
regions is Inade. they are assigned a \veight of zero and the above robust algorithrn is
started. The initial choice is very inlportant. as \vith different starting \veights. different
sets of solutions are obtained. This is \vhy thp tit Ulust be inspected to insure that the
perturbations are bounded correctly. It is inlportant to note that the effect of robust
fitting \vill not reduce the standard error as calculated by equation A.. 3. \Vhat robust
fitting does acconlplish is the minimization of the median deviation. For data sets \vith
olltliers or non-norrnal distributions median statistics are [uuch [uore rlleaningful than
[nean-based statistics.

A.4

Parameter Reporting

Even w'hen all the problerns associated ,vith least-squared fitting and the model fitted to
the data are solved. there are still other decisions to be made. One non-trivial decision
is the determina.tion of the number of digits that should be reported \vhen presenting

the fitted parameters. Fronl a purely computational point of view. the best method is to
retain all digits to the maximum calculating capacity. \tVhat \vould be optimal, ho\vever.

is a nlethod of minimizing the number of digits quoted without losing significant information! meaning the parameters reported can reproduce the predicted values calculated
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from the unrounded parameters.
One conlnlon ulethod is to simply round the value according to its uncertainty. :\.s
rounding a number introduces a. random uncertainty equal to 0.5 tirnes the rounding

limit~

it is necessary to quote to at least 2 places in the uncertainty and round accordingly. This
insures that the roundoff error added to the parameter is an order of magnitude less than
its uncertainty.

Ho\vever~

this method is not rpconlmended because the uncertainty of a

paranleter is the amount that it has to be altered to change the X2 by ±l \vhen the other

paranleters are floated so as to reminimize the \:!. In the above case the other paranleters
arc not being reoptimized so the end result could easily be a set of parameters \vhich
substantially alters predictions yielded by thp nlodel (change the

'(2

by much greater

than ±l). This is clearly not acceptable.
One solution is to round para.nleters according to their scnsitivities[Gl] as by the
definition of the sensitivities this \vill insure that the effect of rounding all pararneters
\vill be an insignificant change in the predicted \·alues (an order of nlagnitude srnaller than
the rnlS error). It is possible. ho\vever. to further reduce the nunlber of digits reported
\vithout losing meaningful infornlation. ~ otin~ that the problenl \vith rounding via the
uncertainties \vas that the other parameters \vere not allo\ved to reminimize the fit, the

obvious solution is to let them do

50[ 64 1.

Thus the parameters are rounded off one by

une. and the rnodel is refit after each rounding \vith the rounded paranleters being held
constant. In general the parameters should be rounded in order of significance from the
greatest to the least.

A.5

Confidence Intervals (Montecarlo Techniques)

\\11en fitting data with a non-normal distribution (large tails) one cannot interpret the

covariance matrix from a standard least-squares routine as the actual standard errors
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of the parameter estimation. Instead the follo\ving must be done[-1 4 1; the original data
set SO is fitted to obtain an estinlation of the parameters pO; pseudo data sets Si are
constructed by randomly altering the original data set (using an appropriate probability
distribution): and each of these data sets is fitted to obtain parameter estimates pl..

The differences po - pI describe the distribution [rorn \vhich confidence intervals for the
paranleters can be constructed.

The above algorithm \vas used sOIne\vhat ill reverse to test the assunlption that the
experinlental errors for the present \vork \vere in fact norlnal. This ,vas achieved by taking

the final averaged data set SO and fitting it to obtain po. then fitting each of the original
data sets to produce the paranleters sets .PI. The uncertainty estimates from the fit to

SO \vere then checked to see if they accounted for the scatter po - pl. This

\vas tested

for a nurnber of data sets and found to give rp(lsonable indication that the errors \vere

indeed Ilornlal. and thus the covariance UHttrix fronl the fit to So could be llsed to obtain
paranleter uncertainty estiluates.

A.6

Basic Statistics

There are the

t\VO

main descriptive statistics of central tendency of a set of

~V

data.

Xi,

that have uncertainties. ai. The first is the \veighted mean. JJ. and the second is the error
in the \veighted mean

aJl. .

These are defined as follo\vs

(..~.14)
and

(..--\.15)
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In the above equations. the \veights

Wi

= 1/

at.

.-\5 a check~ to determine if the \veights

represent the uncertainties \velL a~ can also bp calculated by

(A.. 16)
These t\va equations should be approximately the same. the advantage of equation A.. 16

is that the \veights only need to be relative.

A.1

Error Analysis

There are

t\VO

basic methods of calculating thp uncertainty in the value of a function.

\vhen its set of i variables.

iLi.

have uncertainty. da l

.

f~

The first and most common nlethod

is to use differential calculus and the uncertainty is defined as

df(a)".) =

,~ r( -t5 f. )
&

L

()fL 1

da l ] '1

.

(.-\..17)

tl

The second rnethod is to use the actual definition of uncertainty \vhich defines is as the the

anlount that the function

,,~ill

change \vhen its variables are changed by its uncertainty.

This is represented by

(.-\.18)
The advantage of equation :\.1 i is that it is often much faster to compute if analytic
expressions for the partial derivatives are available. Sometimes though its simpler to use
equation .-\.18. for example~ \vhen dealing with the nonlinear equations in section 2.6.

Appendix B

On Astrophysical Applications of CIA Spectra

In this .-\ppendix \ve give a. brief outline of the astrophysical applications of collisioninduced absorption spectra of nonpolar Illolecules.
Herzberg[65j identified a \veak absorption feature at 0.8270 tL'm. observed by I{upier[ G6 1

in C'rauus and Neptune. as the S:J(O) transition of H2 in the second overtone band of its
CL\ spectrum. ..\.s a n1utter of fact this obsprvation constitutes the first detection of
molecular hydrogen in a planetary atmosphere. .-\ broad \veak feature at 0,6420 tLTTL in

the spectra of the same t\va planets \vas observed by Spinrad(67] as the 5.&(0) conlponent
of the third overtone band of H2 . Trafton l68} discussed the CLA spectra of H2 including
its pure translational and rotational-translational spectra[3j in the far infrared \vhich are
itnportant froni the point of vie\v of ener~y bands in the planets of the solar system.
The CL-\ of the fundanlental band of H:l at 2.--1 IL'm \vas observed as a broad feature

in the spectrum of Jupiter by Danielson lG91 . \\'elsh[TOl discussed the applications of Cr.:\..
spectrum of the H2 to the study of planetary atlnospheres.
Belton and Spinrad[71 1 suggested from their observation (photoelectrically) of the
ratio of the CI.:\ spectra of the 53 (0) line in the :3-0 band of H 2 of Uranus and Neptune that
there is similarity of the

t\VO

atmospheres. Danielson[72} proposed that the absorption

features in the spectrum of lTranus around 0.6000 J-Lm primarily arises from simultaneous
double transitions of H 2

+ CH 4 and that these transitions may also provide the continuum

absorption bet\veen the pure CH 4 bands.

The Earth and Titan (one of the moons of Saturn) are t,vo solar system bodies whose
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atmospheres are composed predominantly of :.\~73, -;4, 75]. The phenoluenon of collisioninduced absorption arising from collisions of H2 +N 2 plays a role in the atnlosphere of

Titan as discussed by Hunt et. al. (76 ) .
Thp

prpspnt

A.pppndix outlines hriefty thp applications of the CL-\ sppctra ()f SOnlf1

major planets as \vell as those of Earth and Titan. The reader is referred to the references
given in this note. as \vell as additional references given there, for exhaustive description

of the application of the ('1.-\ :ipectra of H:z and N:z in their pure state and in the binary
nlixtures such as H2

+

~:? •
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